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Marketing has surpassed $1 trillion in global spend but is always under pressure 

Marketing is the largest discretionary spend bucket 
~7-8% of revenue  
vs. sales: 3%, R&D: 5% 

Suboptimal performance 

First place firms cut when  
under pressure 

Nearly 40% of spend deployed ineffectively, 
according to marketers themselves 

Slashed 13% during the last recession 
SG&A, R&D were flat in comparison 

Global marketing spend has surpassed $1 trillion 
Ad spend is $550B+ (~50% digital) 
Marketing services is $400B 

Source: eMarketer 2017 spend media report; Statista software spend 2018;  The Wall Street Journal Marketing budgets report; GroupM 2018 worldwide marketing spend forecast 
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While the fundamentals of marketing haven’t really changed… 

Operating model – talent, teaming, metrics, decision rights, culture of experimentation 

Data and technology infrastructure – platform, security, integration, data and analytics 

Strong brand and value proposition 

Vision / strategy aligned with the business 

Customer 
insights and priorities 

“WHO” 

Channels and 
conversations 

“WHERE” 

Content  
and contact strategy 

“WHAT” and “WHEN” 

Reach and impact  
goals 

“WHY” 
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…everything else in marketing has been disrupted 

•  From ad budgets to customer first: marketing is the cornerstone of customer 
engagement; not an expense to be managed Goals are changing 

•  You can’t hire your way out of this problem; agencies not a long term solution Talent is scarce 

•  1,000 tests a week!”; agile, start-up disruptors Speed is accelerating 

•  Customers: find me, help me, know me, (always) entertain me, love me 

•  Board: give me proof of performance and results – CMOs replaced every 2 years 
Expectations are 
rising 

•  Math & magic; technologist & creative; CXO/CCO/CRO/CTO – marketers are spending 
more on tech than IT Roles are changing 

•  Audience is down, prices are up, impact is unclear; balance of digital and traditional  ROI is threatened 

•  5,000 Luma logos; attribution headache  

•  Data security is a real threat; is your 1P data safe? Do you own it?  
Complexity is killing 
you 

Success in this new paradigm requires evolution of marketing capabilities, investments and operating model 

D ı S R U P T ı O N  O F  M A R K E T ı N G  
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In this brave new world, we have seven core beliefs 

1.  The central issue facing CMOs today is not sophistication, it is orchestration; having all the pieces and people in place, 
and working harmoniously, to get results 

2.  Marketing must be the cornerstone of your customer growth strategy; it not an expense to be managed, it is the 
engine for growth 

3.  Standout marketing is about the “math” and the “magic”: The CMO is expected to bridge strategy, financial performance 
and brand / creative 

4.  The traditional channels have been rapidly and radically challenged: companies need to learn to engage with 
“consumers” vs. sell to “customers” 

5.  Timing is just as (if not more) powerful than a specific audience type (when, where and how often): While you should 
know who you are trying to target, you should not forget about when 

6.  Success in this new paradigm requires a new, integrated and agile marketing operating model: structure, capabilities, 
processes and technology must all adapt and traditional business silos must be broken down  

7.  Measuring success must balance efficiency and effectiveness with consumer advocacy; both ROI and LTV are critical to 
measure marketing excellence  
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The disruption is driving rapid shift of marketing investment and spending into digital 
channels 

Digital now comprises 40+% of advertising expenditure 
with rapid annual growth of ~20% 

Marketing investments center around data, analytics 
and enabling technologies 

  
Source: Bain Ad Spend Model 2016; Marketer survey—November, 2017 (N=516) North America  

CAGR  
(13-15) 

3% 

18% 

-3% 
-3% 
-11% 

1% 

I N V E S T M E N T S  A N D  A D  S P E N D I N G  
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Industry leaders are evolving towards Adaptive Customer Journey Management… 

•  Contextual targeting 

•  Automated journeys across the 
channels 

•  Utilization of digital channels 
and digital marketing 

•  Real-time marketing & CEM 
actions 

•  Closed-loop adaptive multi-
stage campaigns 

•  Real-time analytics 

Adaptive Customer 
Journey Mgmt. (CJM)      

(digital base management) Omni-channel Customer 
Lifecycle Management 

(CLM) 

•  Granular targeting across 
customer lifecycle stages 

•  Onboarding and experience 
treatments 

•  Next best activity optimization 

•  Inbound and outbound 
channels 

•  Service-to-sales 

•  Advanced analytics capabilities 

•  Micro segment driven targeting 
of the base 

•  Library of BTL offers 

•  Mapping of ATLs and micro 
segments 

•  Scientific campaign 
management methodology 

•  Basic analytics capabilities 

•  Outbound channels 

Customer Value 
Management    (CVM) 

•  Mass targeting of the base 

•  ATL campaigns and products 

•  Traditional outbound channels 

•  Reactive value management 

•  Ad-hoc analysis capabilities 

Pushing the product penetration Optimizing the short-term value Balancing the short-term and long-
term value 

Optimizing lifetime value, delivering 
superior experiences 

Mass Base Management 
(MBM) 
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The transformation is rewarding with increasing returns in growth and customer 
loyalty at every step 

Mass Base Management 
(MBM) 

Customer Value 
Management 

(CVM) 

Omni-channel Customer 
Lifecycle Management 

(CLM) 

Adaptive Customer 
Journey Management 

(CJM) 

+1.5pp +2.5pp +3pp +1pp 

Baseline 
Baseline + 20pp 

-5pp +10pp +15pp 

Pr
io

rit
ie

s Acquisition Growth Retention Acquisition Growth Retention Acquisition Growth Retention Acquisition Growth Retention 

T E L C O  E X A M P L E  
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What are the new capabilities required and how should way of working change? 

•  Programmatic talent 
–  Faster, more dynamic media buying requires new media 

expertise, different interaction with brand marketers 

•  Data-savvy marketers 
–  Data-driven marketing requires a mindset shift: from creativity 

and intuition to data and science 

•  Personalization & targeting gurus 
–  More targeted messaging means more versions of the 

message – which in turn requires an entirely new marketing 
workflow and increased automation (digital asset management) 

•  Entirely new workflows required 
–  Programmatic media and data integration requires ability to 

deliver multiple versions of message seamlessly to 
targeted consumers 

•  Increased test-and-learn 
–  Not everything is or can be known upfront: more need for 

dynamic strategy and test-and-learn 

•  More need for collaboration 
–  Increasing technology requirements only scale if platforms are 

(largely) common across BUs despite brand and 
category difference 

Important priority to align marketing capabilities and way of working with requirements of the new era 

New capabilities required  New ways of working required 

C A P A B ı L ı T ı E S  &  W A Y  O F  W O R K ı N G  
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Bain’s approach in achieving share of wallet full potential building on customer base 
management capabilities 

Profit Growth                                 
Opportunity Diagnostic Profit Growth Sprint 1     Establish repeatable model and 

organisation capability 
1 2 3 

Identify untapped customer  
profit pools and define  

“customer growth missions” 

Develop and launch mission 1 
profit growth sprint 

Build organizational capabilities 
and repeatable customer mission 

driven model 

Map untapped customer profit pool 
opportunities 

Assess organizational capabilities 

  Identify highest value “customer 
missions”; quantify size of prize 

Design 

growth sprint 1 mission  
Install Test and Learn Go To Market Model 

Identify cross sell and upsell triggers 

Launch growth  
sprint pilot 

Codify pilot learnings; Repeat for next 
customer mission 

Build Capabilities 

A 

B 

C 

A 

B 

C 

A 

B 

C 

 
 

Driving profitable growth to achieve share of wallet full potential 
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Example outputs at each checkpoint define highest value untapped opportunities to 
target and growth sprint strategies to pursue 

I L L U S T R A T I V E  

1 2 3 

Where in my customer base are the  
most valuable untapped upsell and pricing opportunities? 

What cross sell strategies will be most successful 
for the highest value untapped pools of value? 

Cross sell driver analytics to 
understand characteristics of 
customers that upgrade vs. not 

Purchase driver segmentation 
to identify customers where we 
have best chance of success 

In-market testing to validate 
opportunity and generate 
cross-sell lift 

Cross sell pathways to identify 
what the most successful cross 
sell paths have been 

Current product holdings vs. 
competitor product holdings 

Current customer value vs. 
untapped potential 

Customer lifetime value 

New customer yield analytics 
(By acquisition cohort to ID characteristics 
of best and worst customers) 

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 3SYD Comcast case study v1

Video only subs represent largest upgrade 
opportunity in terms size and competitor spend

*Excludes ~1M two product subscribers that have HSD & Voice or Video & Voice
Note: Survey percentages applied to overall upgrade audience base. Video-only N = 2459; HSD-only N = 1581; Video + HSD N = 4701. Total monthly 

competitor spend calculated using average reported spend with other providers from Centris data and multiplied by projected percentages of Comcast subs 
with other products in the home.

Source: Q2 2012 Centris Omnibus/ Luth survey

PRELIMINARYHighest value / opportunity 
to sell core Comcast RGUs

Potential objectives
• Unit sell-in

- Greatest opportunity amongst 
1P audience

- Subs with competitor core 
products in home represent 
higher unit sell-in opportunity

- Video-only subs may be a 
good target based on size and 
expected holdings

- Tier or ancillary focused offers 
may still be an opportunity 
with cross-sell at point of sale

• Additional revenue
(tier upgrade, ancillary)

- Likely more of a focus for 2P 
and 3P subs

- May still be an opportunity to 
market Voice and new RGUsFocus more on

RGU adds
Focus more on revenue

(tier, ancillary)

1

1

2

2

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 2SYD Customer development slides

Churn and upgrade behavior vary by segment; 
informs segment treatment paths

CHURN RATE

U
P

G
R

A
D

E 
R

A
TE

Note: Upgrade rate excludes negative and neutral MRC upgrades
Source: Comcast NDW, Comet, IVR, HD usage, CDV usage, Contact data, My Account, Apps, X1 usage, channel 
databases

• Service/
equipment issues

• Billing issues

• Poor customer 
service 
experiences

• Competitive 
offers

• Unsettled 
lifestyle (ex. 
move often, rent, 
young)

EXAMPLE DRIVERS 
OF CHURN

PRELIMINARY

SEGMENT BEHAVIOR OVER LAST TWELVE MONTHS

1P
2P
3P

Prioritize for proactive 
service issue resolution due 
to high churn and cost to 
serve 

Drive engagement and unit 
/ tier upsell to reduce churn 
risk

Ensure good 
service 
experience, but 
don’t over-invest 

Increase  marketing 
investment to increase 
unit and tier upgrades

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 1SYD Customer development slides

Retain with medium 
service 

Segmentation investment prioritization framework 
maps segments by current value and unrealized value

Note: Current value=weighted average of MRC in current month, where value ranges from low to high $0-$80, $80-$100, 
$100-$120, $120-$140, $140-$160, $160-$180, $180-$200  and $200+;unrealized value weighted by revenue and RGU 
upgrades
Source: Comcast NDW, Comet, IVR, HD usage, CDV usage, Contact data, My Account, Apps, X1 usage, channel databases

UNREALIZED POTENTIAL VALUELow

EMPHASIS ON 
RETENTION EMPHASIS ON UPGRADE

C
U

R
R

EN
T 

 V
A

LU
E

Large investment
to upgrade

High

Protect with high 
levels of service

Primarily focus on 
retention with some tier 

upgrades

N/A

Targeted upgrades

Low churn

Med. churn

High churn

PRELIMINARY

$0-$80
Low

$80

$160

$100

$120

High
$200+

$180

$140

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 10SYD Customer development slides

Note: Includes only customers’ first three upgrades
Source: Comet and NDW sample (n=2.4M) 

Greater proportion of 2P subs upgrade  throughout their 
tenure; opportunity to improve contact strategy 

2P Subs continue to 
upgrade at later tenures 

but upgrade rate is 
lower

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 8SYD Comcast case study v1

Cross Sell driver analysis

Total subs
Upgrade rate: 17.3%

Note: Video-Only subs active in both November 2011 & December 2012.  Upgrades are considered either an RGU add or tier upgrade.
Source: Allant Active Residential Sub Database Dec12 / Nov11 (01/18/13); Bain CART analysis

PRELIMINARY
Total Video-Only subs

analyzed: 4.4M

>68 months
Upgrade rate: 9.3%Upgrade rate: 

13.0%

0.7M (15%)
Upgrade rate: 

17.2%

0.6M (13%)
Upgrade rate: 

33.0%

2.2M (49%)
Upgrade rate: 

11.4%

0.4M (10%)
Upgrade rate: 

20.1%

1.8M (41%)
Upgrade rate: 

23.7%

2.6M (59%)
Upgrade rate: 

12.9%

(6)
Low

(5)
Low

0.9M (21%)1.3M (29%)

0.6M (13%)
Upgrade rate: 

22.1%

(2)
Medium

(3)
Medium

(1)
High

Upgrade rates as high 
as 40% for customers 

in this segment that 
are <46 years old and 

heavy VOD users

Upgrade rates drop 
below 5% for 

customers in this 
segment that spend 
<=$28 per month

(4)
Medium

VOD used<=0.5 >0.5

Active tenure
<=34 months

>34, <=133
>133

Active tenure

<=24 months >24 months

Age
<=70 yrs >70 yrs

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 14SYD Comcast case study v1

For Video & HSD, subs that don’t use VOD and have low 
spend today upgrade less frequently PRELIMINARY

Very likely
to upgrade
>25% rate

Very unlikely
to upgrade
<15% rate

High

Segment 1

Size 2012:
1.2M

Upgrade 
rate:
29%

• Some VOD usage
• At least 1 premium 

channel
Common upgrades:
• RGU (43%): Phone
• Tier (57%): Perf. to 

Blast (HSD); Pref. to 
Premier (Video)

Segment 2

Size 2012:
0.7M

Upgrade 
rate:
27%

• Some VOD usage
• No premium channels
• Economy or Starter 

Video tier
• <=76 months tenure
Common upgrades:
• RGU (32%): Phone
• Tier (68%): Perf. to 

Blast (HSD); Starter 
to Pref. (Video)

Source: Allant Active Residential Sub Database Dec12 / Nov11 (01/18/13); Bain CART analysis

Medium

Segment 3 & 4

Size 2012:
1.5M

Upgrade 
rate:
22%

• At least some VOD 
usage

• No premium channels
Common upgrades:
• RGU (47%): Phone
• Tier (53%): Perf. to 

Blast (HSD); Starter 
to Pref. (Video)

Segment 5

Size 2012:
1.9M

Upgrade 
rate:
20%

Characteristics:
• No VOD uses
• Bill amount > $77
Common upgrades:
• RGU (59%): Phone
• Tier (41%): Perf. to 

Blast (HSD); Starter 
to Pref. (Video)

Low

Segment 6

Size 2012: 
0.9M

Upgrade 
rate:
15%

• No VOD uses
• Bill amount <= $77
• Economy, Extreme, 

Perf. Tiers

Segment 7

Size 2012:
0.4M

Upgrade 
rate:
6%

Characteristics:
• No VOD uses
• Bill amount<= $77
• Blast, Extreme 105, 

Ultra tiers

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 14SYD 171215 - AU38 - Minis slide - WIPv1

Longitudinal analysis of customer product holding 
migration pathways over time

UNREALIZED POTENTIAL VALUE

Low

C
U

R
R

E
N

T
 V

A
L
U

E

$0-$80
Low

$80

$160

$100

$120

High
$200+

$180

$140

Checkpoint #1: 
Initial ‘size of the prize’ and hypotheses 

Checkpoint #2: 
Test design 

Checkpoint #3: 
Model findings 

Profit Growth  
Opportunity Diagnostic Profit Growth Sprints 

Establish repeatable model  
and organization capability 





Building from the Right 
Foundation



Use Cases Across the Customer Lifecycle

•  Display retargeting optimization 
by suppressing offline buyers

•  Google, FB targeting on 
Instagram, AdWords, YouTube

•  DMP display targeting 
segments

•  Ad Networks, Retargeting, DMP, 
Social

Digital Advertising
Create acquisition focused 
audience based targeting using 1st 
party customer data for DMPs, 
retargeting, ad networks

Customer Experience
Personalize customer interactions 
and offers on the website, CRM, 
and all customer facing system in 
real-time

Outbound marketing
Predictive segmentation on value, 
behavior, and attributes while 
delivering 1:1 content on every 
marketing message

•  In-store events

•  Call center tickets

•  NPS scores

•  Web personalization & �
A/B testing

•  Call Center, Store Associates,  Web 
Personalization



•  Orchestration

•  Real-time triggered

•  1-1 content and offer mgmt

•  Direct Mail, Email, SMS, Push

Acquire high value 
customers at a lower cost

Increase customer 
engagement treating 
customers personally

Target right offers and 
customers to maximize 
margin and retention

ACQUISITION ENGAGEMENT GROWTH



Analytical Use Cases

Management 
Reporting/ 
Dashboards
ad hoc analysis

Data Science 
Workbench for 
machine learning

Data Query for 
advanced analytics 
and data mining

Data Export for 
partners and data 
warehouse 
enhancements

APIs for 
broadcasting 
customer data

REPORTING QUERY ML/AI DATA EXPORT API 

Business Analyst Data scientistIT

•  300+ metrics 
including machine 
learning clusters and 
predictions

•  Ad hoc analysis with 
visualization and 
delivery

•  Super fast scalable 
query engine

•  All transaction and 
event level data

•  Less than a few hours 
latency to query

•  Data sharing to mash 
up with client data

•  Clustering, prediction 
and recommendation 
models out of the box

•  Supporting custom 
model development 
through data science 
workbench

•  Export data with any 
frequency to other 
systems including 
company data 
warehouses

•  Deliver any customer 
related data to partner 
systems

•  Collection of scalable 
RESTful APIs

•  Elastic search API
•  Customer 360 API
•  Privacy API

Marketing



Data driven marketing maturity model

Starting point 
Intermediate    Advanced 

Questions asked 

Actions taken 

•  Customer data capture rate and quality
•  Customer count, active and growth
•  Acquisition and retention rates
•  Purchase by category
•  Customer value and differences 

between VIPs and others

•  LTV by acquisition source
•  Preferences by product category
•  Retention by customer value
•  RFM Metrics
•  Customer profitability
•  Attribution of online and offline 

marketing activity to orders
•  Customer loyalty

•  Prediction of customer behavior 
(likelihood to purchase, engage, convert)

•  Clustering of customers based on 
interest, demographics

•  Custom machine learning models to 
solve complex problems

•  Multi-step lifecycle campaigns
•  Trigger based campaigns
•  Targeted direct mail
•  Social audiences

•  Segmented emails
•  Ad network audiences
•  Basic web personalization
•  Store data capture programs

•  Single use coupons integrated into POS
•  Call center 360
•  Dynamic web personalization
•  Journey based programs
•  Margin optimization based on predictive 

algorithms
•  In-store traffic capture programs

+
Web behavior
Email behavior
Web analytics
Ad networks
Extended attributes
Cookie sync

Customer
Transaction
Organization
Product

+
Call center
NPS
Reviews
Wifi

Data integrated 



Starting point 
Basic, impactful and main questions to ask and include

•  Customer data capture

Data elements
Channels of capture
Progressive capture
Performance by channel/people/region


•  Customer data quality

Quality of data elements
Duplicates
Bad/empty values
Corrections/Imputations


•  Customer value

LTV
AOV
Frequency
Discount


•  Customer lifecycle
Acquisition
Retention
Growth

Getting the basics right



Advancing on more complex trigger and lifecycle 
programs across omni-channel

•  Evaluating sources of marketing

LTV by acquisition source
Online-Offline attribution
Online to offline influence


•  Value retention

High/Medium/Low value retention
At-risk customers
Predictive LTV


•  Behavioral 

Online, mobile behavior
Discount/Promotion usage


•  Triggers
Behavioral
Purchase
Customer Service


Flexing the musclesIntermediate 



Advancing on more complex trigger and lifecycle 
programs across omni-channel

•  Connecting all customer data sources

Call center
Product reviews
In-store wifi usage


•  Advanced calculations, ML models

Audience insights
Subscription churn
Rental-to-purchase
Next best action
Clusters
Likelihood models
Lookalike audiences


•  Optimization

Margin maximization- offer testing



•  Complex journeys
Multichannel journeys
Single use coupons/offers

Running fast   Advanced 
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Advancing on more complex trigger and lifecycle 
programs across omni-channel

•  Connecting all customer data sources

Call center
Product reviews
In-store wifi usage


•  Advanced calculations, ML models

Audience insights
Subscription churn
Rental-to-purchase
Next best action
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•  Complex journeys
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Running fast   Advanced 



Q & A



Join AgilOne at NRF in New York 
January 13th-15th | Booth #2947
Use AgilOne promo code 3041 to receive a 
free expo pass or 20% off a full pass!

January 13th | 1pm | Stage 2, Level 1

How a Customer Data Platform 
Makes Authentic Marketing a Reality

Erik Lautier, CMO Omer Artun, CEO
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